For a Few Demons More (The Hollows, Book 5)

Another Great Addition To The Hollows

With her action-packed Hollows series, featuring former bounty hunter--and mistress of the dark arts--Rachel Morgan, Kim Harrison has become one of the hottest authors in the incredibly popular genre of sexy supernaturalism. In her latest Hollows tale, For a Few Demons More, Rachel unleashes all kinds of undead fury on the greater Cincinnati area when she tries to track down a serial killer. To catch up on the Hollows series so far, and to see the music that has inspired the stories, see below.

Follow the Hollows

Dead Witch Walking (Book 1)

The Good, the Bad, and the Undead (Book 2)

Every Which Way but Dead (Book 3)

A Fistful of Charms (Book 4)

Music Is the Muse

For Kim Harrison, music inspires her stories, and especially her characters. In her exclusive Music Is the Muse list for us, she reveals some favorite records that have provided the source, and the soul, for Rachel, Ivy, Trent, and more of her passionate and powerful characters. Among her muses:

Bleed Like Me, Garbage

With Teeth, Nine Inch Nails

Fallen, Evanescence

My Personal Review:
I am continually amazed with The Hollows series and how Harrison writes. For A Few Demons More is certainly no exception as another fluid, fun and engaging book is added to the series. And although I wouldnt say it is the best of the series, it is certainly a very good addition.
Harrison has a way of forging characters that are larger than life and instill awe in the reader. When she writes about a master vampire you know and feel the strength of its presence. When you read about Ceri you see how powerful she is and believe in her elf nature without a doubt. Al and Newt are scary demons and you know and feel their strength. Harrison has this knack of creating characters that do more than just fit into a role, but rather give life to a story.

We certainly read a lot more about Ceri in this book, which I have wanted ever since I first read about her. We dont see too much of Ivy, but we get to witness the power of undead vampires more in this book. Keasley, that illusive character, is fleshed out a little more. And Jenks, well he is Jenks and is an integral part to every book in the series.

The only fault I can find is the over done sex scene(s) that seem to last forever. And although it played an important part in the story, while reading it I cant help but become restless as I want the storyline to continue instead of seeming like we are taking a break from the story. Other than that I am very happy with this book and cant wait to read the next one. I would recommend this author and series most certainly.

5 stars
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